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POLITICALJNNOVATION ANQ IITSTIVION-BUILDING '
THE EXPERIENCE OF DECENTRA4IZATION EXPERIMENTS

.

In the last decade, concern wit'h the "drban.6-visis" 14d to a searche

for new solutions if hotiriracle cure§ to the.city's well-known problems.

,Many of.these sontions --.such ,a4 increased spending, more te'achers or'

more'policemen h.ave,little theoretical interest, whatever their va

as practical instruments.of.urban policy. ,But one putative solution

decentralization -- raises fundaMentai theoretical nAtions about.the

4

by 11019uglas Yates

Yafe University

. ...

nitura.of urban .government and 'politics. For decentralization inVOlves --
.

.

in one Way or another efforts to redistribute political and/6r admin-
.

istrative power and to py.e new participants in thb' progess of public

1 ,

decisionmaking:. is sUcll, it raises -Oe central cuestion of whether

greaier participation in decisionmaking will,make government more res-
.__ -

ponsive And accountable and will increase the, capacity offocal political

systems 'to solve their problems.

Although decentralization has.been widely invOked as a pr ising

method of urban reformthere,is considerable ambi!duitY in the literature

and-in the public debate About what decentralization ent4i1S,.what impact

"-

it will have,and what strategies are best 4ited to bring it about. As

-a result, analyts often talk pa*t each'other, advancinguite different:;

conceptions, assumptions, and predictions as tharapplaud or denourice

l,
the "Strategy. Further, even clea*Ainderstanding emsted 'aboUt1

the design and objectives of decentp4iiz ion-, it iS s'O.11 unclear how.
,4 4. .

..: /...
lpe4t to innovate and experlmentsb as to-implement the design and .athleve

,..4 .



the objectives. Qui e simply, advocating community control is wishful

N.

and,futile if we have no idea how to approach or achieve it. In fact,

this problem is particularly acute wi;th decentralization experiments

since any idea that arouses such high hopes inevitably carries with it

the prospect Of generating false expectations, half-,baked plans, and

bitter disillusionment.

Thepurpose of this paper is not to resolve the abstract, normative

question of whether or not decentralization is a good or bad idea. Indeed,,

I believe that concern with this cuestion has diverted gttention from more

important issues in political theory -/ in particular, what determines the

success'or failure of innovations in participatory government? And more

preciselyyert are the dynamics of institution-building by wilich the,ideas

of participation and decentralization are implemented and endu ing neigh-

borhood institutions are established.

To answer these questions, I will:examine a number of decentralization

experiments -- some (:),which flourished, some of which failed. In general,

I will look to see what oranizational structures, socigl conditions, and

political arrangements are'most condUcive to successful innovation and

k .

to\
1

instittiti6h-buildlnii This incuiry 'pas seyeral,theoretical implications.

First, it explores he,structurl determinants of successful neighborhood

organization. Second it, exami:'has the nature and utility of p2litical

resources available"to,ordinary citizens seeking to influence their gov-

ern-lent. Third, it cOmments on the process of innovation and thus on the

,perennial probleMof how,.when, and where-to launch citizen efforts to

chanse existing poliirical institutions. FoOrth.,.the inquiry addresses

.the problem of pc1,1tica1 .dave1opm,ant -- at 'least as it exists In urban

4



neighborhoods. For the process of institution-building can be defined

simplyas the mobilization, maintenance, and strengthenin7 of neighborhood

political institutions.' Finally, in analyzing these problems and issues,

I will bd seeking to layrthe g.roundwork for a theory oftneighborhood pro-

blem-solving and a'strategy of neighborhood development.

Before:reaching,these larger questions,, It is necessary first to

briefly sOrt Out the different meanings pf decentralization and to intro-

duce the deCentralization eXperiments on which this paper is.based.

e

*,: Variet;i.es of Decentralization

Put simply, the trouble with decentralization is th4t its meaning

is' often taken tor granted by advocates who vaguely associate it with

greater parficipation, communiciatioA, and'responsivness in goye,rnment.

But, on closer inspection, it becomes clear that 'decentralization has

many different and conflicting.meanings. Equally, there are many ,dif-

ferent forms of decentralization that might be selecficf,for-e*;erimentation

forms that have different purp6ses apd different implications for neigh:-

borhood problem-solving. As James.pesler has writtn: "Decentralization

.
'

is an apparently simple term. `fit the,appearance is deceiving and ofteno..
leads to sfmplistic treatment that generalizes too broadly, st'arts from a

' 44,

,doctrinaire posiOn predetermini,ng answers to Nicrete problems, or con-

,

centrates on a single phase of decentralization to'the exclusion of others.'
,

to understand the meaning and implications of decentralization, .several

questions must be asked: 1) what ia being decentrali24d; 2) what ao dif-

ferent.,forms of'decentralization mean'for center-local power relations;
-

3) who gets power in-deCentralization; 4) how do we measure the impacPs of

clecentrali,zation?. , 5
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'k

The fir;t question.raises the problerq that there are many different

elemen'ts of government that might be decentralized, such as intelligence

gathLring, program administration, authoritative decisionmaking, and

cont 1 of fiscal resources. "All political systems..contain some elements

of decentralization.- It is.my contention that the different elements. can

be ranked as\followg in terms of the degree of decenrralization that they

entail:

(1)' Intelligence gathering - stationing officials in localities to
find out what is going on in the field;

(2)' Consultation and advisory planning'- seeking'out th opinion

of local residents on policy matters;

(3) PrograM administration - making local residents the adminis-

trative agents of central government progTams'and policies;
v

;

(4) Political accountability - establishing elected off,isials at.
,the local level as repiesentatives of local imterests;

(5) Administrative acdountability malcing distric or neighborhood
administratcrs,resnemsible for government programs and accountable to

local citizens; ' .

(6) Authoritative decisionmakinF - giving localities control o,ye

policy and program development.; ,and,.

(7) Political resources giving localities control crier fiscal

,resources and personnel such that local. decisionmaking involves real

stakes-and capacitie-s.

In short, .the mote decentralized the system, the alore elements it

. 1

contains: If decentralization extends only to a progr4madministration
vir

' '
1,

(elemants 1-3), the system is still strictly hierarchical: If decentra-
f .

lizstion extends to shared decisionmaking and shared control over re-:-

sources, the result is shared nowjr. Finally, if decentralization extends

..

.

to 1e point where thP locality if dominant both:with respPct to:decision-

making and control over
.

reFources, the result is.lonl autonomy and cOm-

munity control.

.&
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Power to Whom? Political and ,Administrative De'dentrelization

Who receives what kind of,power at the local' level as a result of ,

.decentraliza,tion? In the current debate, three alternatives ore raised.

A
l

'One 'alternative, "political decentralization,"'emphasizes kitizen par-
: ,-

ticipatioq. The degree of participation vvies in differentkplans and

can range .from the,cstablishmenVof aaviory boards to, the creation of

,electednerghborhood dbuncils. However, in political decentralization,
.

neighborhood pal-ticipants typically do not exercise control over the

work'of lodal government.edrAinistrators and employees.
$. -

A second alternative, 'Jedministrative'or coMmend decentralization"

increases the power of ensting neighborhood 'ofi'icials and administrators.

The goal is to incire the flexibilfty,.authbrity, and accountability of

those public emploVees who tleal directly mith neighbqrhood,problems. Ad-
. ,

-minj.strative decentralization usually does not i.nvolve citizen partici-
,

pation. I .' .

$
.

.
I. .

. The third alternat,ive,"-community control" gives neighborhood fesi,

'

/

dents bo.th politic4 control - - in policymakijig -- and a"dministrative

control of government employees. Thus, there are three different appro-

aches to decentralizations; and in each, power is given in different ways

for different purposes.

Measuring the Impa Of Decentralization V
,

, The main diffitulty in assessing the pact of decentralization

.experiments.is that;Ilike other i novations; they hove multiple

'

objectives, and create diverse expectations. Some observers and partici-
. .

r
.

pants expect experiments to mekeltitizens:feel "closer to government;"

others expect the exper iments to make government "more ddcOuntable,

a
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responsive, or efficient." Still others expect decentralizatign to fqster

% *

the develotmelit of neighborhood political leaders,
3
and finally,;some

,
'

404 .expect decentralization experiments to simplY Solve 'important neighbonhbod

problems. Given the vagueness of these goals, it is often hard to know

1' whether the expriments have fulfilled their ohjectives - and indeea,

how one would golaboet finding appropriate criteria of su cess\. Because

of these difficulties, the judgments given belo* about .the sdrces or

failure of decentralization experiments rely on several simple tests of

initiative and impact. Initiative is measured, inter alia by the exper-
-

. ,

iments' activity level, rate of Innovation, and the coherence of its

i programs. Impact is measured by the experiments' development over time

sand its meaurable benecitsm, by the number-of problems solved, and by the

tangibility and visibility of its outPuts. These are admittedly crude

tests, but they are appropriate to the inchoate and often relatively

unstructured work of decentreliz&tion.experiment.

Experim ntS'in,Decentr111ation

. At east nine different types of decentralization Ocist in American

cities. They are: 1) self-help orga izations; 2) advisory boards; 3)

neighborhood fild'officeS and Little City falls; 41 ombudsman structures;

5) multi-servicecenters; 6) model'cities programs; 7) community corpor-.

etiopS;' 8) nejghborhood health corporations; and 0) community sehoor boards.

\

1
1) Self-help organ .ations abound in Amerizan cities, They include

block Assbciations, t' nt couneirs, neizhborhAod associatiens and ad hoc

protest groups. In some'protest ,groups, the organizations have'an advisory'

relationship with government and ar4 not involved in what we think of aS

S.
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governme,ntal fupctions. But many block aociati.pns, neighborhood assoc.-
,

. .

iations, and tenants councils focus on serIice delivery and work direcAly

,

with government.
4

They deal with gar g , hous ing,'.and crime problems.

SombNrovide alternative services.

in Detroit, New Verk, and Chicago have f4Med community natrols to "police"

In the extreme case, local citizens

the neighborhoo d. Otherlself-help.groups have 44ab1ished day carlt centers

nd educational programs and haVe.constructed vest-pOcket parks. Regard7

less of their specific activities, all self-help organizations have several

common characteristics. They are usually orpanized on a-block-by-I/U-0A

basis, have democratic decisionmaking structurTs. and ha.--;</f'ormal. goV-

ernmental power or authority. Such.power and authority as they possess
r,

de facto- iS,self-created d self-regulated. These experiments thus

represent the most spontaneous and least structured'ay of increasing

'citizen inVolvement in neighborhood Problem-solving.

2) ComMunity advisory boards also abdund in most American cities.

A thousand citizen advisory boards were created during the war on poverty

5
alone. In addition, advisory boards have been established i local school

distritts, mental heal.th centers,,nolice precincts, and in both urban re-

.

neW'al and model cities projects. New York,city'S.community boayds, which

are authorized to advise on all planning questions affectpig their neigh-

borhood, 're7esent-a relatively comprehensive and ambitious type of

advisory board. In general, these boards are not democratically elected

and lack any formaI control over decisionmaking or resources.
1

3) Neighborhood field'o fices and Little City lial.ks have been estab-.

lished in many cities to."bni, government closer to the people." They

are 8treet-1ve1 rovern nt off;.ce% ;Viet

J\

-ense inrOrmaiion arid scm.2times
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ap

administer programs. According to. one 1971 study, lwenty ci,ties had

'Little City Halls tand five other .cities had similar experiments with

.a different name),
6

Little City Halls deal with a wide range of goy-
,

-ernmental functions from sanitAion and rpreation to welfare and

' -

employment. Tn sOme,cases, as in Boston's Little City Halls, officials

q

not only dispense information and'proces5 requests but also play.an

ombudsman role in pressinc citier -eomplOgnts mrainst city bliclaucraciets.
.7

Several.cities have establishrk neichborhood ombudsmen to represent

citizen claims and comPlaint. Some'of,those ombudsmen work cram central

.government offices; others work out or neighborhood offices. Some are

city officials; otters are community residents. The prazise role of

ombudsmen varies from aitv to cry. Tt.is'Clea that ombudsmen concern

tkiemslves with a wide rance of covernment'serylces. As to their power,

,

(Dne o ervr, has noted that ombuAmen are often hamstrunr by an "abSence

of subpoena power, i4nabilitv to investigate sua snonte, poor records,

la4lof independore of the executive, and inadequate budgets.
,

5) Multi-tervice centers deliverinr a wride range of urban services

from a nei.ghborhood location exkst in more than forty cities.
9

In these

experiments, the decree o-f citizen participation ranges from membershin

on advisory boards tce, control of a 5oard cf Directors that sets policy -

the centers. In most cass, fundin

is allocated to particular salari

parti

as from the citv cOvernment

functions.

6) Model Cities prorra-ls have b,en dev.,loned in 150 Americt cities.

e mechanisms for citizen particination al-thourh the extent fthat

on varies from advisorv nlanninr to shaxed control.

A lq
are typiclly a:IM:nist.2recl by a centraild c.4..-v 'arencv.--

.1 0

*

Pragrams
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7) There are 1,000 community corporations in Arvican cities. Cor-

porations differ from the !lodel City nropram in that thee/ usutlly (teal

with a narrower rinpo of prorranh and policies. Also, unlike "Niel

Cities, Citizen participants 1r0 often involved in nropran administration

11
as well as prorrin planninP.

8) Neiphnorhood ntprm differ from multi-service centers in

two respects- First, they offPr a narrower ranpo of services41d, second;

nPiphboril)od residents often 6ontrol nolicymakinr throurh an electod
. 1 4

A.Doard of Pirectors. Fundinr for these exporirent;: typically corarin

block vrants from ttie federal rovernment.
12

1

.(J)-T.he powers cf communIt., !chool boards vary
GT

wIdolv from city to

city, anl it-is th-,secore ir-)ossible to talk about a tyoical community

school oard. We concerned here with thasit elected neighborhood

boarJs Tossess a substant:al amount of :leolsionmakinv nower an,!

control 2v-2r rurcs. :jew York City's Community Scho 1. Boards ar one

exarole of this pattern, )ut in at leao,t forty cither clties, neirhbcrhood

,residents hevontrol of "at least one function in one or mor elementary

5chools."
13

Power "*Y.or''-od

Giventhevariation -both within ahd netween.the nine types of dec-

entralization it Is impossinie to mak:e precise 70nPralationS abou-the

:status and ranc,e of

Nevertheless, centain

First, the ideal of community control has nowhe?-e heen acbieved nor

decentraliation exneriments in American cities.)

patterns emerge from ex)stinp eperiments.

aporoaced, Nrur e 1 mak-es clear, existinP.decentrliation experiments

11
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varies.inversely with the number of functions assigned to,the local unit.

The single-function experiments possess more power than the mare diffuse,

general purpose experiments.

'Third, relating .129a1 power to functional responsibility, we can see

that'existing experithents fall into three-clusters. Leaving aside the

case af Self-help orianizations which haire no formal powers, there is a

first clpster ot three experiments where power is low and functional

responsibility is,wSde. Advisory Boards, Littl -City Halls, and ombud-

sman program's fall in this category. A second cluster including mAti-
.

selipoe centers, Model Cities, andCOmmunity Corporations, iS character-
...

mk by mOd4irate power and by a-middle-range number of functional res-
-

oOnsibilities. Finally, a third cluster, including Pdighborhood Health _

414'
Centers and certain community school boards, is characterized by rale:

tively strong local power and by narrow fUnetional responsibilities. We'

'can infer from these patterns t t central government has. given ( its

power, grudgingly. lt has given'up almost no power to any gen al purpose
-

'form Of neighborhood government that might be viewed as a real alternative

P) central goVernment. City:Hall haS devolved Substantial pOwer only to

experiment'S that either rep'resent new facilitio and resources ,(e.g.,

neighborhoodheafth centers) or to strictWoUnded 5cperifilents that have

na possibility of challenging the'general authority of central government-

(e.g., community school boards).

With regard to control of resources, no experiment comes close to

full autonomy. Three experiments have.virtually no resources at all; two

receive grants that are tied to spe9ific uses; three receive a combination



Of categorical and io.lck grants, and only one, neighborhood health centers,

receives the bulk of funds ,froM block'grant.,

We have desdribed threetapproaches to decentralizatiOn: political,'

7
decentralization, administrative decentralization, and community control.

What approaches have been taken in existing experiments? Most experiments

emphasize political decentralization -- that iS, .citizen participation,

and some'Popular control of policymaking. However, a minority of exper-

iments (Little City Halls, ombudsmen, and 1-service centers) emphasize

administrative .decentralization: devolving bureaucratic authority from

"dOwntown" officials to neighborhood officials. In this type of exper-
-.4

iment, neighborhood residents have liftle dontrolover nrograms and pol-.

icies (although citizens have a.substantaaI irlvolvement in some multi-
.

'serviCe centers).
,

whileno experiment Comes close to controlling both policy-

making ilidadmini.tration, some coMmunity school boards, health.cepters,

. .

and community corvorations come closest'to the ideal. In these exper-

iments, neighborhood residents are involved in making policy, administering'

programs, and delivering services.

The Process of Innovation: An Overview

'The most immediate problem.in decentralization concerns the process
,

of innovatio -that surrounds any strategy .of neig,hborhood problem-solving.

5Surprisingly, this protess has been largeIy.overlooked by analysts dis-
. .

cussinIg the *strengths, or.weaknesses,of some imagined endTstate in neigh- .

borhood government. BUt unless neighborhood leaders or City Hall reformers
.

possess a.magic wand, -/tek,roblem of moving a centralized urban government.

.41
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\

,toward greater decentralization is-likely to remain the major obstacle

1to any design.-- however well constructed. The dilemma is how to ut

in'motion a strategy of neighborhood develoPment; how to creat exper-
.

iments that will gain momentum anslicapacity rather than fade in the

face Of the Well-known frustrations of dealing with'establiShed'gov-

ernmentalstrUctures;

'At times, advocates of decentralization Seem to suggest that the
. ,

\'7ocess of innovation involves n'o morl'than the devolution of adequate,

power to neighborhood units. However, my argume: that much more

is involved in innovation than simply channeling'."power to the neighbor-
, /

hoods." In what follows, I wiil try to show Oat there are complex

architectural questions involved in neighborhood institution-building

and that the success of innovation dependS on the structure of the exper-

4

iments. It'is the strnctural foundations that determine whether new

institutions will take root in'urban,neighborhoods.

In a recent study of innovation in decentralization., the adthor

'examined seven nehborhood experiments that represent the major'appro-
4

aches to urban decentralization. The experiments were: block associations

Community/(pkanning) Boards in New York, the Community

Task ForCe in New York (am ombudsmen experiment),

and Community School B9(arcls-in New York.

Social Conditions of Neighborhood Action

in New York City,

Model Cities in New Haven,

Not surprisingly, the likelihood of anccessful collective action varies

-/
inversely with the number and,intensity of social cleavages in the,neighlor-

hoOd. The explanation for this is simiDly that decentralization extrirnents
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have enough trouble fighting City. Hall and ,neighborhood problems without

having tO fight internal battles an racial, ethnic, economic or geogra-

phical lines. However, the intensity factor is also important in this
. -

regard -- particularly in the'case of bi-polar conflicts. Not only is

it difficult for; fragile neighborhood instituti.ons to aggregate and

satisfy many conflIcting intevesTs (even if some are cross-cutting),

is virtually impossible for neighborhood institutions to accommodate

intense bi-polar conflict. There are several reasons for this. ,For

one thing', the existence of intense bi-polar confli-ct gives the,lie to

the experiment's'attempt to speak for the "community." Also, with in7

tense bi-polar confliCt,each "side" has ample veto power,-and the'result

ie.a statement that "will cripple institutions which, for reasons of pol-
.

. ..
. v

itical efficacy, badly need to produce concrete results. Finall
,

ense,

bi-polar conflicts are most likely to rest on the black-white cleAvage in

urban society and.t4us to activate deep symbolic as well _as material'issues.

Structural Detex4minants of Innovation

4
Structural similarities as well as differences affected tha.outcome

decentralization. Consider two common characteristics:- 1) leaders in

decentralization dre suddenly in +,2-he position of havirur some power and

authority and the heavy responsibility of "delivering the goods" to their
0

constituents; 2) almost no neiNlborhood leaders are paid for their work.

The effect of the first characteristic is to make neighborhood leaders

serviceoriented,,concerned with concrate.and visible benefits°. The second

.characteristic has a .strong effect on the reeruitment of leader's; BecauSe

the poor and "working aoor" lack the personal resources for the "voluntary
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altruism" required by decentralization, "middle-class" residents dominate

the experiments. The leaders are professionals, small businessmen, tea-

chers, and housewives, who have the time to participate. Many. are employed

by existing community or-ganizations and are in a sense professional nergh-

borhood activists. Thus, the politics of neighbOrhood government are no'

different from politics at any Other level. .Participation depends orl,

personal resourdes.

The Most'importent finding:is that different experilents produce

different effects. 'Indeed, our central question is what organizational

structures and political arrangements are most conducive to successful

experimentation in decentralization. We can immediately give one negative.

* , .

answer i o this question. That is, the degree of decentralization-did not

determine the level Of impact; for block association's and the Community

Task Force had a greater impct, by env measure, than the community school

boards.

Below we will develop tvO explanatory propositions about innovation

in decentralization: 1) success in innovation is a function of the re-
,

sources the experiments possess relative to a) the difficulty of the tasks

they perform and b) the magnitude of the-organizational costs tney bear.

2) To persuade citizens to invest in deceritralization, it is necessary

that the rewards of,such action be greater,than the personal costs. Ser-

ious partiLpation'i'S lik*ly to occur only when neighborhood government

programs offer visible rewards and work to solve Concrete problems.
14

Task Orientation

The workof the experiments ,,ias def.1ned 1).7 'their fundamentai purpose.

This it, an obvious' 'nut not empty assertiOn. Tha corduny school hoards .

1 7
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had to deal with the full range of education5.1 and admfnistrative issuep

that arise in their schools. Otherwise they could not attempt to "govern"

A

education in any meaningful sense. Si1ilarly, Model Cities and neighbor-

hood corporations had a diffuse agenda created by the breadth of their. -
4,4

mandate. By Contrast, the work-- f the.Community Task Force and t

1

e Hill,

He0 alth Corporation was focused bec se their mandates were focuse N-4(
6

'these experiments were created to.deal with a specific and bounded set

of service problems.

A. Information Costs

A diffuse mandate produces another effect. The more dii'fuse-the tasks

c)f decentralization, the greater are the costsof getting informaticin about

relevant problems and programs.
15

The leader5..of commLity boards and

Model Cities were constantly involvedcin a frustrating search for infor-

mation, about government decisions, plans, and reports or about.the basic

characteristics-of neighborhood problems.. Sirflilairly, many of the neigh-

1porhobd -corporations set out to deve1116-broad-gauged plans for their

neighborhoods and wound' up mired down in da-Fa. collection. Some despite

an expensive investment gof time and energy, were unable to'dev'elop even

a crude picture of relevant issues and problems. Information costs in

the community school boards werA high for a diffenent reason: there was

too much information -- about personnel, progra s, and myriad administra-,

I
tive problems. 4'7!

-\ e(
In contrast, leaders of the small scale expriments dia not.haveNthis'

problem. Block associations, saVs one leader, focUs on what "we can see

and feel." The Community Task Force leaders'dealt wit x? common,



understoOd service problem and the Heal,th C rporation leaders supervised
-

concr.ete health services.

B. Choice

ci

ChOice is another cruci 1 dimension oftask-orientatiom. At one

mctreme, the community schoo boars had little Aoice about-what tasks

they wófild perform. Their ta k was defined by established educational

practices, existing administr tive,rules and'routines; and their agenda

was limited by law and union c ntract. At the other extreme, block

.4associatiOns had no fixed mand te or agenda. Block leaders could Pick

t
whatever tasks they::fOund appro riate io their skills and .resourdes. the_

leaders of the Hill Health Corp ration also had considerable fl'exibility

in setting their agenda, fon the experiment was,neither tied directly to

a goverriMent bureaucracy; norka new institution did it have toadjust

, .

to preexisting rules and'routine Th,is flexibility is an impOrtant

ingredient in any decentralization experiment. If their agenda is flex-

i i

a .

neighborhood leaders can dev se their Own strategy and searchj for

-
wnnng issues. Without flexibill

.?

'.:reactive and constrained.'

the neighborhood position is both

.i)In sum, the tasks of de-central zation di'ffere froM one expgriment 4

to another. The more diffuse the t sks of decentralization the more

difficult it was for the experiment o have an impyt on neighborhood

problems. Further, the more,inflexible the tasks of deCentralization
,

. .

:the more difficult it -was fov the experiment to have an imnact.
,

C. Degree of Difficulty

The task orientation of deeentralization experiments has one furener

1 9
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A
dimension. Simply, some urban problems are easier to solve than others.

With some, the means-end logic of how to act on a problem is clear; with

others; itis either Uncertain or.largely unknown. At one extreme, no

one knows w,hat "solutions" will work: more or different teachers, more ,

or different compensatory'programs, or more integration. Yet the success
4.

Of fhe community school boards depends ultimdtely on their abilikty to

'solVe this inherently complex problem. Neighborhood corporations and

Model Cities desire to have an impact on housing, education; and economic

development in their neighborhoods, and this .1,eads. them into simitsrly
1 ,

complex and difficult problems,. The problems of housing and economic

development are as difficult as those of education but for different

. reasons: they Are resource problems and their solution requires a large

capital investffient. By contrast, many of.the problems attacked_bv block

associations andothe Community Ilask Force are uncompliCated; and their

solution is clear cut. Cleaning up a block,sgetting a pothol,e filled,

.

painting a 'house are "low--budget" taSkS. Most of the:ombudsman'fltasks,-,

that reauire a smooth-working relatiodship with city departMents have a

simple-Solution once that relationshipis established. And the initial

a

investment involved in setting up those./celationships does not reauire

large financial resources. It is obvious but important that the more
'

°

complex the probrems the more' difficult it'willbe for decentralization

expeirns to have an impact. If the experiments mu t deal only with

insoluble problems for whicn they lack adeauate resources, they are

certain tID fail.

,Theimplication here is not that decentralization experiments should

be concerned only with simple r)roblnsthat can be easily solv ne

20
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implication.is that in experiment '.hat cannot possibly meet its objectives

is worse than no decentralizatiOn experiment at all. The further impli-

,

cation is that if complex,, capital-intensive problems are to be attacked,

decentralization experiMents must have the resources 'recuired to convert

investffeni into impact. OtherwiSe, the experiment is exercise.in

"planned failure."

0
' Organizational Costs of Decentralization

,

Decentralization experiments.can be tructured.in different ways.to.

accomplish their tasks: But dif,feren tructural de'signs carry with them

. 1 .

different organizational costs. The greater the cbsts the more difficult

it is for decentralization experimegts to have an kmpact and the more

resources are needed to convert investment by_neighborhood leader's into

)i.
impacts on neighborhood pr 51.e:ins.,

, :.-

A. Degre'of Partiction

41%

One important.structural differende eXists between formal and inforlal

organization' defind- in-terms of democratic procedure. It is clear that

'formal democracy iS a -costly process and takes tiMe and ener
16

. One

neighborhood leader said: ".It seems like VOu have. to choose where-to put

your energies: into meetings or into program§ and action. Of course, you

should really do.both -- but Irou don't hav\O enOugh tima,. It got so we wei-e.

*having almost nightly meetings-at the corporation. We were real democrats ...
>

we had'great particibatitn but that's 11w did, e didn'tget 'anything.,

accomplisd."

A trade- ff.between investment in political action,and fcrhal democracy'
,

..xisted ip most of the decentralization xperiments.

2 1

The exPerimnts dr.,s1gned.
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as formal assemblies pa.i)t a high price to maintain their democratic po-

cess. The community4boards, for exampleb;tended to become debating

sOcieties in the courSe of functioning as a community forpm. Many

community school board/memberS also complained that the meetings and

the "process" dwa'in away all their time and'@nergy.

In general, then, tIle more formal the democratic process the meater

the costs borne by decentralization experiments -- and, the more ime and

energy were required to,convert in4estment into impact. The ilplication

of this-analysls' is not that it is a mistake for neighborhood institutioli

to be democratic.. The implication is that it is crucial to realize that

democracy is not only a virtue but a burden and that a formal experiment

in neighborhood democracy lacking substantial resources is likely to
4

produce the frustrated reaction: we do is talk,"

a

B.. Scale

A second structural.diference

,borhopd-wide constituencies. This variable-has a strong effect'on the-,

exists:.between small=scale and neigh=

.organizational costs ofdecentralizaticn. The larger the Constituency,

.the mor-odmmunity conflicts and cleav are likely to arise and the

more time it is likely to take for the. exp riment to take action. The

difficult1.0._ aggregating And articulating diverv interests was obvious

in three rilir,hborhood7wile assemlies: community boards, !'!odel Cities,
,..

nd comm*ty-school boards. In contrast, block associations, the Com-

munity Task F*-ce, and the Ilill ilealth Corporation dealt with limited

constituencies that tended to articulate similar if not common needs and

interests.. The slar'tv c4- interests existed in these cases because the
*Or
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4r
tasks of the experiments were highly focused: on one small block, on

particular kinds of service problems, on childreps' health needs.

C. Size of Decisionmaking Bodies

The larger the rePresentative body that gbyerns the experiment,the

greater the organizational costs of'deci,sionmaking. 4.(pre precise the

greater the number of representativesT the more time,it will take

reach agreement and the moi-,e Conflicting interests wifl exist that ha've

tobe accommodated. It is obvious that a decisionmakinp grou p. of two is

likely to do its busines more easily than a group of 200. Even in -less

s

.

extreTe cases, tte si'ze'principleLapplies. The community boards, for

example, were unwiefdy at'50 members. .With that manYJinterests and indeed

seats at the conrerence table, it was hard to,do much else but debate.

body isrbarticularlyID addition, the size of the decisionmaking

importantTin experiments'1ie.th4. communft oards where the neighborhood

nevilds to present a united front in lobbying or or prOtesting,against

government olicies. The loic of _advisory oards is such that either

"ib

internal divisions or 'the inahilityto reach strong and clear.positiOns

make this,form of particination ineffectual.

D. Entan7.Lement

r'
A fpurth structural variable concerns the relationship between city

. .

government and neighbOrhood experiments.
_

independent of.citv governmnt, comnletelv dependent on them, or are the

two closely intertwined? For several reasbns, the more dependent or 19r-
. ,

twin-ed the neighborhoal institutions, the higher the costs of decisionmaking.

MP
Are the neighborhood structures

at the ica1 level. Th-? idea oc "entangling a11iances',1s a Familiar one in

2
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American politics. In decentralization experimentS, the problem is' one
, .

of entanglemepts that produce constant friction if not open conflidt.

. When the neighborhood and.city structures are clo.sely intertwined,
A

problems of authOrity,.'responsibility and communications result.
.

general", n4.rhborhood leaders wish to belaUtOnoMous,"and the, more' they

.;have to work within the rules and. routines and under the instruction of
I 40

city government, the moA constraine:d and resentful they feel. TXise
d

frictions and conflicts appear mdst clearly ;.n the !!odel Cities Program,

. 'the neighborh corporations, and the community school boards -- all

experiments that ftre either intertwined with cr dependent on city goy-

.

ernment.

trhe authority problem tlere is..bot substantive and svmbolic. Con-

sider the case of community school boards "When bqth the' city and'the

neighborhoods share power in many areas governance, substantive dis-

agreements are likely to arise over the neirthborhood's mandate and the

extent of its Authority. 'It is hard to dchieve a clear separation of

. powers in any ittergovernmental relationship; but it'is especially hard

to do so when the two "authorities" coprantly ibteract in policymaking

and administraltion. In any case, arruments over authority are inherently
1r

difficult to resolve. Where they rest on ambiruitv or different inter-

pretations, t*Itowl\is no recourse except fc) renerotiate th contract of

decentralization. In general, these arguments over authority raise ulti-

mate questions about the rules of the rams that cannot be decided by

recourse to those rules. Symbolically, community .school board eaders

complain that they kal like "lackeys," wnen they have to follow'Poard

of Ethicetio% rilirectives, arld havt: to 'cl1.2c wi1.;11 WfltOfl !),-fort:

2 i
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P

.we do.anything." In this case, sharing authority meant'that neighborhood

.leaders were not fully their own masters and, in the view ot some, they

%were still "under the thumbs" of the central government.

Conflict over responsibilities was also wi&soread in the closely

"intertwined" experiments. Consider the New Haven Model Cities program.
J

A conflict has existed sfi;-ce the experiment began between the city agency

and the neighborhood byer the'division of work responsibilities. The

argument aboutywho should be Zing what" spilled over into other policy-
_

/1"

making area5.41thus souring the entire relationshif1gbetween the city and

the neighborhood. In particular, neighborhood leaders complaked that

they had to do all the hard "sireetLlevel" work-but they did not get any

credit for their labors and lacked authority commen urAte with their

// responsibility. City .administrators had precisely the opposite feelings.

They felt the'r were the only participants working eTfectively at the

street level and resented the claim by ni..ighborhood leaders that only

/they peak and work for the community.

Problems of' communication existed In most organizations: and, in

fact, it was hard enough for neighborhood leaders to coordinate th-e various

marts of their own structure. However, the communications nroblem was com- ,

pounded in "intertwined" exnerirents where two parallr?l bureaucracies Over-

lap, interact, and conflict in the decisionmaking process. Tn-the case of

the neighborhood corporations, local 1.ea:lers complained that they must
,A4

spend an inordinate amount oF t-ime and energy m etinr :tith their city

counterparts to find out what is goirx bn and to ke,T City Hall "from

sneak:Mg things mast us."

2 5
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E. Political Controversy
1

A final structural variable concerris-the nature of the political

issues raised by differeL decentralization experiments. Some kinds of

1 decentra,lization are inherently contcoversial, others are not. When dec-
.

entralization involves the governance of schools anci the attentant racial

conflicts, political Visillity is high, concern is intense and nearly

universal, and the perceived political conzequences are great. Similarly,

the Model Cities program inevitably raises co roversial political issues:

who gets what amount of program money and patronage jobs. In a third case,

community boards exist to deal c.rith the issues "everyone's upset about,"

as one member put it. And unless the community is unified in its sense of,

- .

needs and interests, this means political controversy and conflict.

In sum, the more politically controversial- the experiment the less
o.

margin of error and flexibility the periments will have in developing

a program. Controversial experiments will be closely watched.and quickly

attacked by opponents. They are rqatively defenseless against "smear"

campaigns designed to discredit neighborhood organization, and they run

the risk of becoming "political footballs" in larger political areas.

All things being equal, the more controversial the experiment, the more

difficult it will be to maintain political viability an4 to have an initial

impact on neighborhood problems.

Political Skills and Pesources

Faced with these tasks and organizational costs, leaders of the dec-

entralization experiments apply whatever political skills and resources

they possess to the challenge of making neighborhood government work.

a

11
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have seen that the difficulty of the tasks, and the magnitude of the costs

'differ greatly from experiment to experiment. ,But the skills and resources
,

possessed neighborhood leaders are surprisingly similar, and this sim-

ilarity exists because all leaders lackfd several important political

resources.

44

A. Time Resources

For one thing, almost none of the leaders wert paid for their. work.

This meant that they had to'support their actiyiSm with prIvate resources.

None of the leaders could quit their "regular" job s. and still afford to

be community activists. For this reason, no neighborhood leaders could

afford to work full time. The leaders with the greatest "time resources"

were self-employed small businessmen and employees of community organize-,

tions. The small businessman often had a flexible schedule if their

business permitted them to set their own agencra. Employees of community

c

.

organizations were paid to be neighborhood activists, and their job
I

responsibilities.often fitted in naturally with other lcinds of participa-
.

tion.

,

general, the time resources of neighborhood leaders were limited

and-strictly bounded. Participation became a form of moonlighting, and

the amount of time leaders could spend on neighborhood work denended on

how many meetings they can endure each week and how many hours of sleep

they required each night.

B. Expertise-

_Neighborhood leaderS typically lacked another importantresource:

administrative ext)ertise. Whilesmost leaders &id not have to run
qr

2 7
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%

organizations on a day-to-day basis, most leaders had to deal with problems

of information-gathering, analysis,budgeting, administrative process,
t'

implementation and evaluation. Some leaders learned these skills the hard
4 0

way. For-ex ple, those ombudsmen who,have 1.farned "addinistrative pro-

cess" in.years of trying to work with city government. But most leaders

of decentrali ation experimentsadmitted that they lacked necessary admin-
i

istrative skills. One school bOard member said: "It'is one thing-to make

a protest and tell the government what it's doing wrong when

is'something you- know about directly and run into 'eVery day.

to run things.yOurself to figur; out the budgetand, make

. .and get.through all the reports soyou know-What's-going on and

the problem

It's another

decisions on

can see.What's wrong in one program 'and know.what to do about it."

C. Staff SuiSport

A third political resource that most neighborhood leaders ladked was

staff suppor . Some experiments provide secretaries to organize the work

of neighborhoodparticipants. ,But no experiment provided neighbbrhood
,

Jeaders With staff support to organize -information and do research on

0

turrent issues. Thus, the

A

neighborhood leaders had to absorb relevant

1

information, analyze policies, and make decisions in theiF spare time.

Any U.S. Representative faced wirth this prospect would be ineffectual.

And Sigher level representative's do not have to cope with the problem of

4".(

shaping their role, making an initial impact'', and keeping their institutions

alive. ;

D. Fiscal Resources
,

tinally, neirhborhood leaders lacked.clev.ibler fis.Cal resources. In
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fact, most experiMents haye little,or no money. And_those that appeared

on paper to have substantial resources, such,as the community school

.boards and tge Model Cities program, lacked flexible resource's that

could be used for new initiatives.
.

4 Armed with theSe meager political resources leaders of tbe Clecen-
.

."

i
tralizati.on experiMats had .to rely on their exuberance, street-ievel

experience, and as one leadeput e
their "mother wiA.ti But in the

. °

hard accounting of political costs and resources, these are relatively

intangible weapons. We may admire the personal qualities of neighborhood

leaders, but admiration is now power. In the face of difficult tasks and

high political and organizational costs, neighhorhood leaders lacked the

rescskurces,to convert investment into impact.

/The Political Economy of Decentralization

The idea of political economy, as it is uSed here, conc:pmt.the task

costs, and resources tound in different decentralization structdres. 17
My

claim is cuite simply that neighborhood structures will.be effective only,

if their resources are commensurate with their tasks and costs. dnly then

will plans for decentralization be converted into successful innovations.

We have seen ttfat the resources possessed'by neighborhood leaders are sim-

ilar. We have also seen that the,tasks and.costs of decentralization varP

dramatically. The crucial variables.are illustrated on p. 27.

2 9
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A. Task Orientation

Diffuse,

Inflexible

Complex

0-
4.

t,

14.2 Organizationa:Costs

Inforglal -Forrial
,

,

6.

SmallrScale--,

Small Groupirk

Neighborhoodktidb

Large. Atsembly

7. Autonomous Intertwined (dependent)

8.. Noncontroversial Controversial.

J

In short, the more the decentralization experimentspossess chara-

cteristics in the right, hand column, the harder it will Jor th

have .;-11fMnact on neighborhood problems. No single characteristic totally
4

vitiates the possibility of successful innovation. .But, in fact, the

characteristics were strongly related in the Seven'experimentse Three.,

experiments, the community boards; !odef Cities, and the community school

1
boards were diffuse, 'complex, and formal, hah large governing bodies, were

closely intertwined wifh government,:and raised Cdntroversial

issues. A fourth periment, neighborhood corporations, was similar in

most respects. Three other experiments, block associations, thConimunity

Task Force, and the Hill' Health Corporation had the opposite characteristics

in almost every respect. Analytically, we would predict that,therrst set

'of experiments would have had little initial impact on neighborhbod problems *

becaute of.the tasks and costs thatrtbey faced and that the second set of

experiments.would have a far greater impact_on their neighborhoods. 'Tbis

3 0
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prediction,is borne out, to take two extreme cases by the experience of

the Community Task Force and the MOdel Cities program:,

The Community Task Force had a focused task in its ombudsman work,

a leanApcipionMaking struCture and avoided dramatiO-politiontro-
,*

versy and constant brushfire conflicts with central government. By all

measures used in my analysis, the Task Force was highly.effective. By

contrast, the Model Cities program had a diffuse task orientation, a

fragmented organizational and participative structure, and was constantly
.

entangled with City Hall. By all M9asures,'the t;.;:dihe'l-cities program was

clearly ineffectual.,
e'

To this point, my theory is that success:9ft). oinnvatiOir in decentra-

lization is a function of social conditions, organizational tasks and

;coSts, and of the politItal,resources possessed by neighborhood-experiments
.

-
.

and their leaders. -But to undergtand the.dynam ici pf innoYation and insti
. ,

tution building more fully, it is necessary' to exaMine in-greater detair

alternative strategies of innovation and the nature of.the neighborhood's

political resdrces.

'Taking existing resources as given, this analysis suggests at first
0

glance that small, focused, service-oriented exper ents carry a rar,;.greater

chance of sliccessful innoYation than comprehensi;,e,,neighborhood-w/0 assem-
.

blies. However, the reply can easily be made that if the resource orxcost

side of the decentralization equation were changed, producing a more fay-
/

1

orable resource/Cost raticoreorehensive experiments might prove_ttore

effective. That is, if experiments were desip-ned so as not to be entangled
, .

with government or inflexible in their mandate, or if neighborhood participants

3 1
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were given salaries, staff support, training, and other resources, the

prospecis for broad-scale experimentation would be improved.

But despite the apparent common sense of this reply, it does not .

meet the underlying sruCtural dilemmas of innovation in decentralization.

For whatever resources community school boards, forle;camp.le, may possess,

4they still are likely to face large structural obstacles that do not
0

arise for the Hill Health Corporation or the Commvity Task rorce. Why

is this so? The answer has to do with the basic relationship between

ii

city. Overnment and the neig44orpoOds and witiltskuldamefttal choices in

aeightorhood innovation. In analytical tefms,there are at least four
'

.

different City Hall-neighborhood relationships based on the relative

'Strehgth or weakness of the central government and the:neighborhood.
. .1

;They are) as follows :
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)At present,,the str ctural relationship between City Hall and the

neighborhopds is lither that of hierarchical control -- as in police or

.;:eaLca'tion -- or fragmentation as in.areas such as health, drug treat-

"ment, pr community development where there is a multi:plicity of,s:W1.11

and p'ften'itieffectual programs both at the Centrar 'level and in the
. , e

4.,
neighborhoods, In terms of.neigh)ctorhbod developMent, this structural

context providesoseveral different approaches to neighborhood innovation

and instit4tion-building and the approaches differ markedly in what I

have Called the:political economy of decentralizatiOn./ Th e. different

"

strategtes can be depicted in the following way:

A ?
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What'is suggested.here is that when an e e iment like school deb%-

entralization is launched, it immediately runs nto the ehtrebched strength ,

'of. existing bureaucracies which have establish vertical control-- froA

*City' Hall down to ihe neighborhoods,. By contrast, according to this logic,

°
Oen an omb...udyan experiment .like the Community Task Force, is launched, it

fills political space interstitially between the wgakly (140e,ed

organizations of sabi4at5On, highway,andylaten supply_departments. In
., ,.''

°fact, such exoriments may flourish precisely because they take 'advantage
: .

of this fragmentation. They do ihis by using the city department's

weaknesSe against rhoYi at leVArage to.create initial acceptance and
,1 .

then bureatloratic,support. More preciely, the ombudspen prpvide "local

'knoWledge" and information that the bureaucracies do not possess, and

then they provid* coordination and communication between citizens and .11

departments that did not exist previously. As a result, the bureaucracies

4gyelop a reliance on this mechanism.for produciaA information and feed-
;

back, and, at least in t e-case of the Task Some, cothe'to feel that they

ben4fit from its eXistence.

*The Hill yealth Corporation aptroaches the structural probleM of
77' 4

/

innovation in.y2t another way, Although :there are Various medicakcenters

and-health delivery organizaions in New Haven, none has developed strong

roots At theNleighborhood level. Indeed, the major hospitals feel bur-

dened by the pres ure on heir clients created by low-income residents

4
1:7110 have no Other portuAities'for m radical are. For this reason,.the ,

treatment of low-income residents on a day-to-day basiis falls into a "zone
4
4

of indifference" in existini7, patterns of organizational. space and adminis-

trative control. Although the Health Cornoration renretents a ehallAnge

4
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to the dominance of.J.,.,rger organizations, it is a challenge that thbse-

4

organizations are hapyto ignore.4 .As a result, innovation in this "zone

of indifference" taRd's place without intense conflict and"without attempts

.

by the center to'destroy or subvert the experiment.

-
Finally,,,aock associations represent' a jery different strategy of

. .

. ;

nedlihbornoOd innovation; That is, they seek to operate in a political

space Khere there are no established governmental rivals or community
r. .

orrnizations. Sindé the bureaucratic tontrol o'f existing urban

-

tutigns does not reach downward
4
tdlthe'point of direct contadt with

.

citizens, block associations fill a political vacuum, in which they do '

not, encounter the confiicts of dealing with entrenched, icidwer-conserving

organizations? And clearly.in terms. f the costs pf communication',

decisionmakindand entanglement, the political economy of the vacuum-

filling'approach is highly favorable for neighborhood experiments.

In sum, the structural oi4ki1en of innovation is approached in im-

drtant4y different ways by Jidecentralization experiments; and the choice

Strategy has powerful implicptions For the success:of innovation. For
. t.

analytipalipurposes, the different approaches can be reduced tO five models

-of decentralizatiOn: TwO models --'what'l will call ti-ie governmentim,

miniature' and bureaucratic mayiels -- lead to direct-conflict. And confront-

ation with existing governmentaf structures. The "government-in-miniature"
.

model is represented by the community boards and.the neighborhood Corpora-
'

tions., rn addition,.many plans'for'neighborhood govrnent in New York
v!

and elsewhere envision the creation of A politital structune parallel.. to
.

.,

18
. .

that of city-wine government at the neigiporhood level. It is worth

- 3 5
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noting that this-model requires that the neighborhood-structure win.the

(4.
power btruggle with,central government before it can perform its role.

,

Put another way, with this model neighborhood innovation cannot be
. .

effective in solving neighborhood problems before power relations Jpet-

ween Cit4Hall and the neigArhoods have been radically restructured

and the center has devolved substantial power to the neighborhoods.

)A ee &Id Model of decentralization 'that entails-a direct confront-

'ation'wjthAhe existing t.tiuoFtlaRe is the "bur'eaucratic" Modef.'. By thii,

I mean Tperimbnts like the community school boards that irk to mrest

political control or urban bureaucracies away from centralized adminis-,.
1.

tratops and establish neighborhood-controlled bureaucracies instead.

It Oes without saying that this strategy involves a frontal assault

on deeply-rooted patterns oft centralized control. .And'if central ad;

ministrators act to conseve tbeir power, the only way neighborhoods

can achieVe bureaucra ic control is if they seize it or if legislation
, -. . .. , ..., ,

,forces some evolution by the center. In the case of New York,,archi-
.

. .

)tetts of sChool decentralization expected the atter result, but the

actual result was deep entanglement and conflic between the center and

the neighborhoods. The most persuasive theoretical explanation of this
. . :

outcome'is that:power held is power conserved, and that political or

. '4
6ureaucratic actors in any governmental system rarely give up power

oluntarily, and thus are likely to relinquish power and control only

if they . are forced t 4

The third model of decentralization, exemplified by the Community

Task Force, is the Aterstitial modet. As has beenanoted above, in this

model tlre neiFhbor,hood orFanization innovates by supplying political

3 61
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resources -- local'knowledge and communication -- that agencieS lack and

therefore value. fourth model, is that of parallel institutions

which innovate by providing expanded or alternative services in the

"zone of bildifference" beyond the control and defended terrain of

existing institutions. The fifth model of decentralization, repre-

sented by b±tick associa ions, is the vacuum-filling model df innovation

in Uficlaimed territory :-.in this case, citizen,nroblem solving at the

street level.
,m.

In examining the differene models of decentralization, we have

A

focused on the proce/s of innovation and, in particular, on the Oh-.

itical economy -- the tasksm and costs ''Ithat different model's face ip the

course of innovatill. We 4ve seen the ease of innovation is strongly

affected by the nature of the stratepy. However, there is a secolid

important dimension of decentral;zation: 40hP scone of politicai con-

trol entailed 5y the different model.s. For examplethe government-

in-minature model seeks a basic restructuring of political control in

city government; and the bureaucratic rodel involves a substantial change

in patterns of administrative control. Bv contrast, the interstitial and

Derailed institutions models may improve but do not fundamentally change. o

eXisting control mechanisrts in cItY governmen , and the dacuum-filling

1

model ray have no impact at all on the central institutions of urban

government.

Taking this second dimension into account, it turns out that there

is a sharp trade-off bdtween the scope of political control and tne pol-

itical economy of innovation. That is, the greater the intended scope of

control in decentralization, tne-msre difficult th ? nroc,iss of innovation.

3 'i
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Conversely, the kind of strategy that most effectively reduces the struc-

tural obs'taclOs to. ,innovation will not immediately change the face of

urban government. These relationships can be. summarized as follows:

SU- Pct_ C2 -7" 'eN c kk'_tv,cA; c- vv)
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and Institution-Buildinr

To this poi-at, we have seen how the'orranizaticnal,structure of dec-

entralizaticq experiments

in the Face oF entrenlhe

succe'ss of neighborhood

and institution-building

lity of

and the stratv chosen for launching innovations

d political inStitutions denisivelv affeCt ihe

innovatio'n. In addition, the process of innovation

is also shaped importantly by the nature and uti-
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precfsely, the success of he five different models of decentralization

depends on the nature and magnitude of political resources that neigh-

borhood leaders are able to brin'to them. For the different models

require different resources, and existine neighborhood resources do

not in every case fulfill these requirementse'

We have saen above that participants in all decentralization

experiments lackea important resources -- includine fiscal support,

staff support, and administrative expertise. For this reason, it was

concluded that many experiments did not possess the r4sources to meet

the tasks and costs that they faced. To probe more deeply into the

issue of neighborhood political resources, it is necessary to examine

the sources of nelelhborhood resources and their changing.significance

for institution-building over time.

At the outset of decentralization, neiehborhood leaders erther pos-

sess or have eagy access some resources while they farally lack others.

%

For exampte, eiphborhood leaders often have local knowledee and contacts

iwith other c tizens which es we haveseen in the, case of the Task Force,
. !--

can provide useful leverage in dealing with rovernment. Also many local

leaders had developed verbal bargainine skills and a constituency of local

ee/
residents (nu:elders) as further resources for political action. Another

important political resource, time, may or may not be po'Ssessed by neigh-

borhood leaders. As we have seen, many leaders hold full-time jobs 'in

additiOn to their neighborhood work and thus had limited time resources.

But others, those who /k for existing community organizations or who
. %

are retired or unemployed or who have flexible daytime schedules (e.g.

some self-employed person's and 'housives), had substantially greater time

39



resources. On the other hand, neighborhood leaders, who typically did

not have widespread government or administrative experiPnce, did not

initially possess administrative expertise. More obviously, at the beg-

inning of innovation, leaders typically had meager fiscal and staff

resourcec. In short, neighborhood lPaders tended to possess Political

resources grounded in personal skills and experience. They did not

possess more complex organizational skills and resources. To summarize:

Neighborhood Leaders

Possess Do Not Possess

Local Knowledge Money

Bargaining Skills. Administrative .Lxpertise

Numbers Staff Support

Time (Sometimes) Time (Sometimes)

Now le.t us consider the utility cf these political resources' in

light of the resource requirements of the -different models. The central

point is that as the scope of political control increases in the differ-

ent models, so do the resource renuirements. "Ore precisely, the more

formal, comprehensive models like the government-in-miniature and bur-

eaucratic models, require extensive administrative resources -- in

particular, expertise and staff support. For in these models, neighbor-

hood leadPrs both hava to administer com^lex organizations and also man-
.

age relationships with central government institutions which possPss

large fiScal and Administrative resources. ,And it is,nrecisely because

neighborhood leadrs' personal skills and exnerience do not translate

into the needed administrative resourcel that the,' hav so much trouble

.4



launching a comprehensive experiment. By contra'st, the interstitial and

vacuum-filling models, with a lesser scope Of control, require*the kinds

-

of political resources -that local leaders possess or have access to. As

we have seen, the Community Task Force relied heavily and profitably on

the resources of local knowledge and citizen contacts, Equally, block

association leaders ,innovated by taking advantage of their numbers, their

face-to-face relationships on the blOck,:and their knoNledge of.rocal

problems. In both cases, local.political.resources were appropriate and

adequate,to the tasks they faced and the organizational structure they-

developed.

Looking beyond the initial 'fit" between retources and tasks, it'is

ihportant to realize that 'the experiments' resource requirements change

in the course of institution-building. In general, the kind of resource&

-that are important in the mobilization phase of institualon-building a

often not as salient in later phases of organizatio maintenance and

"flirther devel6pment. To take an extreme Case, leaders of a block,assoc-

iation .protest grOup can start out with only the resource

nOmbers, trargaining 'skill, and time and energy behind them. But if the

,

9

new-ottanization is to endure, it will shortly reauire a different set'

,

'

f risou ces especially the administrative resources 'discussed above.

For these are the resources needed to run an office, implement programs,

seek additional funds, or deal with government bureaucracies. Indeed,

in the neif:hborhood cOntext,,the proces of insiitution-buiIding means

precisely going beyond spontaneous invchvement and sporadic collective
0

action to the development of a8ministrative capacity and a permanent

organizational structure.

41



To summarize, the value of political resources varies at different

stages of institution-building, and this variation may be represented as

follows:

.
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,What this means is that neiFhborhood organizations face a critical

."resource gap"' in the course of institution building. That is, they will

?

iseach the point where their natural political resou es are no longer.

adequate. The question becomes simply: how can neighb rhoOd leaders
41e

acquire the necessary fiscal nd administrative resources so as tit

institutionalize and develop their experiments. This, it seems t,.o. me,

is the central theoretical dilemma" in'the neighborhood institution-
.;

building. One noss':nie solution it that a sdeux,"4..x. machina in the form

of a foundation or the federal government Will'suooly resources ,Vdir-
.

ectly cr.indirectly7-- to develop the neighborhOod.organization!s adm-

inistratly.e capac:,,ty. This solutisn as once hop.,?.cull.: anticipate_c\1 by

yfr. 4 2



many neighborhood leaders, but ii is now viewed with justified cynicism.

The fact that-many neighborhood experiments have died out before receiving

outside support or after receiving short-term seedmoney has tended to

thoroughly discredit this "solution".in the neighborhoods.

A econd more plausible solution is that existing neighborhood res-
.

0

ources might be converted into the needed fiscal and administrative res-
.

ources.. Unfortunately, an analysi's of the possible interactions between

different resources does not substantiate this hop*. By "interactions

between resources," I refer to the possibility that some resourbes may

naturally produce opers -- that over time Isource X has'the ability to

generate resource Y. 'Now it is clear that some political reources can,

in fact, generate others in this way. For example, money can generate

staff support and free time for neighborhood leaders. 'Similarly, local
_

knowledge may generate greater,bargaining sill (as we have seen with the
r '

I.
Task Force); staff s,uppOrt may generate administrative expertise; and

administrative expertise may, through the art of grantsmanship, generate
1-

increased fiscal resources,. Summarizing the various interactions between

political resources, we have the following matrix in which checks indicate

that'one resource clearly genirates Anoth

that an instrumental relationship betw

and a question mark suggests

e existence of one resource

and the development of another might plaus y be asserted.

(Figure 6 on p. 41)
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Figure t- Interactions Between Political Reiources in Neighborhood Experiments
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This analysis has several. irnDlic ons. First; the resources. With

,the stronst capacity to.geherate others are precisely thos'e resources

money,!administratiye expert4,se-, and staff -- that neighborhood leaders do

not possess. Second, and. more ,iMportant, the resources neighborhOO leader4a-

do possess do not directly generate the fiscal anl administrative resobrces

that are required ih institution-:building; Quite to the contrary, the

analysis 5ugelests that the fisca and administrative resources can generate

each other. This means that with these 'resources available, development

4
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Self-generating. But it -also means that neighborhood organizations,

lacking these resources, Continue to face a resource gap that available

neighborhood resources cannot bridge. Thus, the fundamental dilemma of

how neighborhood experiments can contribute to develop and become AlArable

institutions remains with us.

Given these dilemmas f innOvation and instituion-bu.ilg, the

best and perhaps onlylplution for neighborhood organizations is to gain

a political competehce and experience by solving local problems. My con-
,

tention is that by playing a visible problem-solving role, neighborhood

leaders will achieve a greater sense of political efficacy, increase

local support and inVolvement, and build cr'edibility and legitimacy with

existing political ilituttons.

Let us consider more precisely how problem-solving acts as a solution

to the dilemma of institution-building. In the first place, viewed neg'-

atively, if neighborhood experimentS do not create any,concrete, visible

impacts, they will quickly be vieuied by participants and government offi-

cials alike as exe'rcises in frustration and failure. 'In this sense,

problem-solving is a negative condition. of organizational success in

decentralization experiments. MOre positively, solv.ing-concrete problems

0

at the outset of innovation, as 51.ock associations, The Community Task

Throe, and th Hill Health Corporation.have been able to do, gives the

experiments a reputation for effective-aotion and thus positive,organiza-

tional reinforcement in subsequent initiatives. For these reasons solvinF,

speci:fic problems buys time and creslibility for neighborhood leaders so

that they can learn how to attack more complex problems. In short, my

further content'on is that probleT-solvinci, produces a political and
SI
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administrative learning process that bridges the resource gap facing

neighborhood experiments. In a static context, neighborhood leaders'

0 cagnOt convert the resdUrces they possess into r,eded fiscal and*admi
.

4
strative resources. But prohlem-solying and the learning process that

comes with it provides ,the dynamic whereby neighborhood leaders can

40
develop administrative expertise arid alpo the political strength to

make demands on the local community and on the larger.governmental system

)rBor increased staff and fisdal esourees. jOn this the process of

innovation and institution building in de entralization experiments may

be represented heuristically as followt neighborhood resources
tc,

problem solving & learning process--4increased problem-solving E. learning

process-(esp. increased administrative competence)----stronger claims for

support--->increased outside resources (?)--increased problem-solving

and so forth.

Neighborhood Problem-Solving: Three Propositions

If problem-solving is the critical element i neighborhood insti-

tution-building, it is necessary to examine maitre Larefully the structure 6r,

of the dynamic. In what follows, three propositions are presented, that

begin to lay the groundwork for a theory of neighborhood problem-solving.

Figure Interactions Between ProblemSolving and Sense of Political Efficacy

Problem7Solvin3:
Amount. of Impact
Achieved 4.

'Sense of.Political Efficacy

4 6
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The oposition concerns the relationship between problem-
. .

,

solving and né ghborhood leaders' sgnse of Political eff,acy. Advocates

of decentraliz tion often argue that participation by citizens in govern-
.

ment will reduce their.alienation and, more

sense of political efficacy. My contention

efficacy is not -/function of participatiOn

crete impact of particil'ation.

.1)ants

until

there

importantly, stredgthen their

is that the sense bf political

per se but rather of the con-

This proposition has three components. First, neighborhood tici-

)

will experience no increase in their sense of political effic cy

they have firSt achieved some tangible impacts. And,if, this is so,

is a clear economy of innovation in decentralization: experiments

must be able to salve some problems quickly if leaders 'are to acquire an
4,

increasede of political capability. .Second, the amount of impact

rec5uired to boost political efficacyjeurther may diminish with successive

impacts. I'would call this the momentum effect of successful problem-

solving. Thind and related to this, at'some point there will be an

interaction effect between efficacy and problem-solving. That is, the

increase in political efficacy will create new energy and enthusiasm

among participants and thus lead to stronger problem-solving initiatives.

The second proposition concerns the relationship between organiational

size and problem-solving in decentralization experiments. The premise of

this proposition is that all probldM-solving organiztions,renuire bounda-

/
ries and a cle7er focus , And this reou,lrement is especially strong' in

neighborhood institutions' existing in a turbulent envwnonment in which

particiPants must b convinced that their participati/on h meaning,arid

imbortanc,... In structural term this --ans that neizhlorhcod

r^



solving organizations require cohesiveness, comounication, and,coordina

.My contention is that the relationship between organizational size an

problem-solving attributes of coheNivemss, ,communication, and Coordination

is as follovs:

_
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Moreover, if we are concerned not only with the capacity for problem-

solving in decentralization experiment& but alscl with the degree of dem, .

ocracy prodUced by them, there are additional reasons for befieving that

there are strong economies*of scale in neighborhood innovations. Consider

a neighborhood organization with a council serving some- geographical'area.

/'1N-
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How. large can that council be and'ho Manr residents'can itserbefore

losing cohesiveness, commilnicatiOn, and coordination? In termS of the'
, 6

council's operations, it would seem1 clear that a decisionmaking group

of 10 woUfd permit dchesiveness, c., while a group of 100 would not.

For the sake of crude calculatiOns, let'us assume,that 30 is the upper

limit of cohesiveness,,tc. in decisionmaking. (In fact, I think that

eVen this figure stretches the assumption to the breaking 'Point

unless councilmen have the f range of supportive resources. NoWt_
..,..

how many reg,idents can each council fiember represent if cohesiveness,
-

etc. is to be maintainedipdAf-aisothe iS'to,be a. di'ect, democratic,
.. ,

and neighborly relationship between the leaders and constituents. Again,

.a ratio of one council member for every 10 citizens would seem-highly
.A%

plausible, while a relationship of.1 to 100 would not. For the sake of
-

calculationS, let us take 30 as the upper limit again. This means that

a neighborhood-organization could serve an upp67-11mit of 900 adults or

perhaps 3,000 individuals, if-we multiply by a factor of 3 to take account

of family or relatives. The point of thiS analysis is not that 3,000 is

golden figure bUt rather that given reasonable assumntions about cohe-

si esS, etc., it is about the rif*t order or magnitUde. Nor of course

are th parameter values (30 councilmen, 30 constituents) unarguable.

One couls increase the leader/constituent ratio to 1:30 (which I believe

would clea yviolate t e assumptions of cohesiveness, etc.), and not

obtain.a sig icantl different result -- in this ca6,1, 1,500 adults or

4,500.individuals. The force of this analysis is that neighborhood corp-

orations designed to serve communities of 10,000,-50,000 or 100,006 wi

simply no have the structural attrihutns tnat Tam/ aclv2c1t-2s oc niborhccd

4 9
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government envision. They may be desirable .on other grounds, but, on

this analysis, they will not produce cohesiveness, communication, coor-

dination, .Oi'perhaps mire important, direct neighborhood democracy.

The third proposition about neighborhood problem-solvini concerns

the benefits and costs of different kinds of issues and tasks. In

developing this proposition, we must first make a distinction be'tween

universalistic and particularistic issues and tasks. The former are

those highly'-changed po;itical.problems, such as busing, community

control, unequal services, police brutality and the location of low-

income housing that elicit a widespread and intense response from Urban

residents. In addition, these issues often have a strong symbolic com-

ponent -- they raise large issues of race relatiOns, social justice, and

the basic structure of urbv1 gOvernment. .By contrast, particularistic

issues and tasks are those that affect limited constituencies, are more

material than symbolic in nature, and raise narrOwer issues of responsi-

veness and efficiencvin public service delivery of health services

,delivery.

Filling potholes, improving garbage collection, and cleaning up a

blosk_41 typical of particularistic problem-solving. Tlie important

ponrt'that as targets of Heighborhood problem-solving, the two kinds

of i sues and tasks carry very different benefits and costs at different

stages of institution--building. For example, universalistic issues and

tasks offer strong benefits tc neighborhood problem-solvers in the initial

stage of m6D(Sization. Because these problems are easily recognized and

arouse strong reactions, tle costs of communicating with and mobilizing

50
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neighborhood residents around.such issues are relatively low. By com-

parison, the costs to neighborhood leaders in time and energy of

reLlents around particularistic service problems

are higher, because local awareness and concern'are lower.

However, at &later stage of institution-building, the t?enefits.

and costs of the different problems change substantially. In the first

place, the particularistic problems are apt to be easier to solve than

the more controversial, universalistic ones. This is both because the

method ofsolution is clearer with specific service problems and because

strong opposition and conflict are less likely, to arise than with univ-

erSalistic issues in which political interests have an important stake-

!'
According to this logic, a concentration on particularistic problems

most readily produces the fruilful interaction between problem-sol4ing
5

and Political efficacy and thus contrbutes to the maintenance and

institutionalization of'neighborhood organizations.

Finally, at a later stage of institution-buildin , the solution of

particularistic problems wi),l no longer carry sufficient benefits to

bring about further organizational development. That is, to maintain

the moMentum and salience of neighborhood pol.tical action, leadeYs will

naturally move to more dramatic and unive istic issues. The alterna-

tive tq attacking larger and more substantial problems is to continue

performing small tasks and thus remain at the same level of organizational

development. Indeed, this has been the problm of block associations and

the Community iask Fbrce -- both highly successful with small problemt.

Put simp/y, after organizational mobilization and maintenance have been.

achieved, the task or continu,id institut:_cn-buildIng for nelphborhooli
17,

5).
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leaders is to approach and solve higher order neighborhood problems.

Summarizing this-analysis, the benefit/cost ratio of different issues

and tasks at:different stages of institution-building may be represehted

as -follows':
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Decentrall:iation and Nei7hborhood Devdlo-ment

Naving examined the dilemmas oF innovation and ig.Istitution buildinp

and the d na-ics of-problem-- 1vin7 Ercm thP perspective of a single

hborhoo rpanizP on, it is necessary to liut ths analysis into

broader 1cl and o'r7anizational coritext. Assumin7 that anv nu-

mbar of d;fferen" decentralization experimentf; mirht prow up in. a par-
_

ticular comunity and throughout the .ct.v, the central issue for nei7h-
1
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and problem-solving capability can be increased simultaneously. For,

aS we have seen, in any given neighborhood experiment, there appears to

be an inverse relationship between the number of participants and the

degree of prob em-solving ability. And if this is true, overall neigh-
:

borhood political development would appear to be-at an impasse where

either organizational effectiveness would have to be sacrificed for the

' sake of wider participation or vice versa. In the last Section of this

paper, I will attempt to show h'ow this anparent-impass-e can be avoided

and wi4 outline a strategy of neighborhood .develonment that s'eeksto

do so.
1

In examining the general prooess of neighborhood development, it

is necessary first to conSider the social and political context of

neighborhcod organizations: That is, decentralization experiments

obviously do not'exist In, a vacuum. They reflect- particular tocial

'-configurati idns n the neighborhood, aril they attempt to respond to'

particular political demands- and historical forces. If this Is true,

the cuestion becomes: whit 'goals db neighborhoods have 'for -decen

lization, and what impacts do they wish to achieve? The answers to

these cuestions denend,n the Dature oF the neighborhood and on its

degree ofs. political development.

For if decehti-alization experiments have different uses and limit-

ations, so also do neighborhoods have different needs and capabilities.

Neighborhoods ziir n racial, economic and geographic characte-ristics

as well as in leadership development, rootedness, and numi;er of internal

cleavages. 5riwin5' on the experience of the seven experiments, the

following predictipms can 1)-2 o5f,:?n2c1

M '1
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between organizational structures and neighborhood types. Im general,

the higher the income level in the neighborhood, the more it will emphasize

service-oriented experiments. For in such neighborhoods, the more basic

problems of urban poverty will not exist, and attention will be paid to

less dramatic se'rvice problems and amenities. Conversely, we would expect

poor neighborhoods with weakly.developed political leadership to produce

sporadic protest activity and loosely-knit protest groups in the early

stages of political development.

Furthermore, the greater the number of cleavages.within a ne

borhood (be they racial, ethnic; economic, or geographical) more

difficult it will be to develop viable, neighborhood-wide decentralization

experiments -- indeed the more difficult it will be to develop any neigh-
. +-

borhood institution. Conversely, the more homogeneous, affluent, and

rooted the neighborhood and the greater the leadership.development, the

greater will be its capacity for comprehensive models of decentralizati

No slight cs intended against the poorest neighborhoods in this analysis.

The point is simply that, a neighborhood that is relatively more affluent

and has a more highly developed political leadership possesses greater pol-

itical resources that poor, undevelooed neighborhoods lack. Koreover, in

a community that has a relatively rooted population and few internal clea-

vages, the costs of mobilization and'institution-building are far lower

than in a divided, transient neighborhood: For in the former neighborhoods,

the conditions for communication and cohesiveness already exist. It is sig-

-.-
nificant that this distinction does not necessarily hinge on racial differ-

encess, The experience.of block associations in New York Ciiy showed that

4
many white neir,hhorhoods were divided and undeveloped, while many non-white

5
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neighborhoods were relatively rooted, homogeneous; and developed.'

If a neighborhood has a developed political leadership but is inter-

nally divided, dtentralization.experiments will tend to be dominated by

established intere ts, and it will be very difficult to achieve a strong

representation of new'interests (be they racial, economic, or geographical).

The implication of this analysis should'be clear: no single decentralization

strategy will work in every neighborhood. Stated positively, neighborhoods

will benefit mostfrbm decentralization if experiments are carefully tailored

to fit_the particular needs and capacities of the neighborhood. This con-

clusion stands against the approach often favored by City Hall and the fed-

eral government that see to develop uniform institutions in all neighbor-

hoods.

The Political Context of2Neighborhood Development

r.t, is clear that different neighborhoods are in different stefes of

political developm,ent. What is unclear is what secuence, if any, the

political development takes in urban neighborhoods, and, furtherprocess 'of

if there is a common sequence; What itS.implications are for decentsralization.

The authors of a recent study argue that political..development is charac-
,,

19
terized by a sequence of crises and demands on the political s*stern,,,

According to C.,};dney Verba, these crises and demands relate generally to

the problems of "equality," "capacity," and "differentiation" and more

concretely, to several "performance areas," including "identity," "legi-

20
timacy," and "participation." Peeentiv, urban politics has also been

characterized by a major crisis and bv a resulting sequence of neighborhood

demands and government responses. The crisis arose fisOm the black demand

5 5
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for equality and soc.al justrce -- a demand that was expressed in'the

rights movement., in n ighborhood protests, and in the riots of the 1960's.

Verb's terms this was a crisis of "equality" and, more specifically, of

Y'.particip tion." The resultiqg sequence was as follows. After the crisis
lk

reached i s peak in the middle 1960' many black urban residents focused

on the problem of political "identit .
21

developing a sense of community

and political strength. Indeed, both the "black power" and "community

control" moirements expreSsed the determination of blacks to become a co-

1

herent and visible force in the political system. The responsitof gov-

ernment to the crisis 4nd subsequent demands was to develop new ppor-

tunities for citizen participation =- for example, in community action
/-

and Model Cities. Similarly, miXq (...1*-7 Halls moved to strengthen the

legitimacy of city government.,0y de.zantralizing it. To this point, the

saquence of neighborhol.d development wls crisis (black protest and riots)

-- assertion of political "identity" (dema7.ds fOr comMunity contvol) and,

:government response (som,_ Jecentralization and new opportunities fOr

participation). *In general, in the early stages of development, protest

was the neighborhood's, Main weapon. Even if it was a limited weapon, it

was the only weapon the'neighborhoods posessed, and it produced the only

victories neighborhoods were able to. win.

The developmental'secuence in urban neighborhoods was critically

affected at this stage by.the introduction of new tptitutions: the

N ,

experiments in decentralization. For with the introduction of self-

government, citizen, demands shifted alon7 with the shift In responsibility

from City.Hall to the neirhborhood. With local leadels working in local

institutions, new ,(1-lands arcse in the r-;7:-h5orhood political system For
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capacity" 'and
A
"legitimacy." 5peCifically, residerits and leaders both

,

wanted neighborhood institutions to solve problems (capacity), tb be

representative of and accountable to residents (legitimacy).

My argument is that most urban neighborhoods are now at the stage

of political development here "capacity" A'nd "legitimacy" are critical

demands... And'if this !is true, the implications for decentralization are .ve

clear: experiments will have to be carefully focused and make tangible

and visible. impac-f)s on neighborhood prob ems.

Protest and Political Development

Of course, as long as higher 1-ve1 governments hold dominant policy-
.

..makina power, neighborhoods will often have too modnt protests against

decisions and programs that-they opPose but do not control. But protest

1

is a costly and frequently frustrating techpique of political action.

To sustain mass protest, leaders must kee2p residents mobilized for weeks

Or even months and must continually organize demonstrations and meetings

with ci_y officials. This takes time and energy, and,it is harder to get

the peonle out for the filfth demonstration than for the first. Also, as

Lipsky has shown, City Hall will usually stall, hol,d endles; meetinFs,

make studies, and be attentive (by Fiving residents a he.aring) without

beina responsive.
22

In short, the costs of a protest to the neighborhood

are hiFh to beain with 4nd grow higher if, as is likely, the city does not

respond to neighborhoods demands. Further, Protest leaders must not only

bear the costs of political mobilization, they also have to deal w?th the'
-

frustrations of defeat Ind drift. The techniaue of protest has a further

characteristic that affe ts its role in a trateay of naighborhond

.elc:mment. 'Ilhat is, protest is dependent on the ex!stence 4-.11.1.7h1v chfirTi

\5 7
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issues and events. If the bulldozers have arrived to begin tearing down'

housing for a highway, local leaders will haYe little difficulty in mounting

a strong protest. 'But much government policymaking is invisible to res-

idents -- however much it affects thei'r interests. Also, many fundamental

neighbophood pr5lblems -- education, housing, and unemployment -- are

notable for their inexorability, not litproducing the sudden explosions

,..and controversies best'suited to protest activity. ',For these reasons,

protest is usually both spontaneous and limited -- spontaneous because it

relies on the appearance of burning issues that immediately jolt residents

into action -- limited because only a few problems develop in this way.

In short, protest remains an important ingredient in any strategy of

neighborhOod aevelopment. But because of it's limits and frustrations, it

. is clearly not sufficient. Put.another way, the creation of problem-

solving, service-oriented institutions does not eliminate the need for

protest; rather it adds another dimension to the develonent strategy

and also strengthens the neighborhood's capacity for sustained protest

by expanding its orFanizational base.

A Strategy of Development

To this point, my analysis of dec tralization experiments has pointed

implicitly to a strategy of neighborhood development. We can nOw make that

strategy explicit by stating
4

its central assumptions, outlining its features,

and showing how it might develop over time.

The strategy depends on four assumptions: 1) Focused, service-oriented

experiments are most likely to have an impact on neighborhood problems and

to increase the sense crc -)olitical efficacy in the neighborhood. 2)
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Decentralization experiments have different uses and limits, and neigh-
!

borhoods have different needs and capacities. 3) In the process of

development neighborhood,residents will move from demands for partici-
, f

pation and political "identity" to demands for "capacity" and "legitimacy."

4) Protest is a crucial element in any development sVategy, but it is

not sufficient. It is likely to arise spontaneously, and it will be

strengthened by the 'existence of successful, sce rvice-oriented institutions.

In broad outlint, the strategy that best fits these assumptions

emphasizes "vacuum-filling," "new in:?itution," and "interstitial" models

of decentralization. It avoids -- ast least at first the "government-

in-miniature," and "bureaucratic" models. The strategy of creating a
k

pluralistic structure of service-oriented neighborhood institutions is,

as Hirschman puts it, a strategy of "unbalanced growth."23 Rather than

developing a comprehensive neighborhood government this strata'gy sees

to capitalize on existing growth points" *hat will yield high "profits,"

or in our terms, tangibleyesults. The strategy alscftgends on the

assumption that certain highly visible successes will stimulate neigh-

borhood leadership and have two kinds of "spillover" effects. First,

the creation of effective block associatAkns o ombudsman structures in

one part of the neighborhood will lead to imitation elsewhere in the

neighborhood. More important, the first-generation experiments will not

be static but will evolve Into broader-based institutions with wider

initiatives. The expectation is Vat vacuum-filling exneriments like

block associat;ons will:expand their, constituencies and will develop as

some have, day care centers, interstitial experiments, like the Task Force

ombudsmen, educat;on programs, and the like; that will take on a wider

SA

Vet

a(,)



range of "complaints" and new institutions like neighborhood-run service

centers will add new services. Mo e concretely, evidence that this evolution

can take place exists in the experience of,the Hill Health Corporation which

gradually expanded its services and clientele and in the ex erlence

eral neighborhood corporations which moved from handling complaints to the
d& -

development of day care centers, health clinics, and housing maintenance

OE .

programs. As the range and diversity of neighborh36d. institutions increase

of sev-
.

in this process of "unbalanced growth," cooperatiRLand consolidation/may

begin to take place between the separate institutions. UltimatelY; a

neighborhood-wide institution might be created on a federal structure --

a 4

with representatives of existing onganizations serin in a more deneragzed

-0neighborhood government.
A

, a
The purpoSe '6f this stratey'fsto .lpuild durable fodndations for. neigh-

. 1 ,17.
,

a

borhood.government at the street 1:
,

. c
experiments, the strategy avoias

/
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4.2.
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the importance of "expanding choice," of creatirilva political system that
/ .4*

provides alternatives in allocation and aCtion.
24

The strategy outlined

above has precisely this re lt, for it involves a multiplicity of exper-

i

iments offering different kinds of participation in different policy

areas. In contrast, any comprehensive plan for neighbOrhood government

is essentially monolithic -- it nresents the citizen with only one mech-

anism for participation. In our strategy, the citizen is offered a range

of opportunities and.can match his own background,and leadership style
lov

with the purposes and needs of different decentralization experiments.

Incrementalism. C.E. Lindblom has argued that decisionmaking

inevitably takes place in a context o'f uncertainty and.bounded ration-

ality.
25

He presents a "strategy of decision," incrementalism4 that

involves lower costs in information pettipg and analysis and that seeks

to solve large problems by making a series of small, sequential steps.

Whatever the utility of Lindblom's strategy in the context of the federal

government or City Hall, it does speak directly to the problems of neigh-
?

borhood institutions. For as we have seen, neiFhborhood leaders typically

lack time, information and administrative expertise. They have to get a

program going and make an impact if their institutions are to survive.

Conversely, the experience of the community school boards, community boards,

and some neighborhood corporations ,shows how frustrating and futile it is

when fragile neighborhood institutions attempt a comprehensive, "synoptic%

approach to a wide range pf problems. In short, the strategy of unbalanced

growth is incremental not in the sense that it is interested only in small,

impacts, but in that it involves focuted and thus Ipunded decisionmaking on

concrete problems. Not every problem is-taken on; it is a strategy of

6 1
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suboptimization. The,strategy is also incremental in that it'entails a

process of development in which neighborhood experiments "erode" local

problems through a seles of tangible successes that increase in mag-

nitude'as the neighborhood's sense of political efficacy grows.

The Logic of Collective Action
26

There are two aspects of the logic

of collective action that bear on the strategy. First, we know that it

s often impossible for one individual to attack local problems if other

embers oi the community do not join with him in collective action or

self-regulation. For example, a rent strike cannot be organized if most

tenants are unwilling to participate. It is also impossible to clean

up a blOck if only a minority of residents agree to stop littering or

dumping their garbage on the street. In this respect, the logic of

liP
collective action is that large numbers of residents must be mobilized

and organized if neighborhood actio.n,ils to be effective. On'the other
.1

hand, we have argued, as have others, that smaller groups are likely to

be more effective than large ones in mounting and sustaining collective

action.
27

Thus, we have the apparent contradiction that successful

collactive action in the neighborhood setting depends on the local group
11;

being both small and large. Seen in these terms, the more comprehensive

models of decentralization appear to have the worst of both worlds:

large representative assemblies with shallow roots in the neighborhoods.

By-contrast, the strategy of unbalanced.growth solves this problem -- as

far as it is possible to do so by creating many small experiments that

work directly with neighborhood residents. In 'fact, block associations

-
come closest to resolving the contradiction in c011iCtive action by

6'2
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developing small, problem:solving organizations with widespreaA parti-'

cipation among block residents.

Reforms as Experiments. Urban, resident's usually do'not know ahead

of time what impact and success decentralization experiments will have.

Th.ey do not have enough experience with decentralization experiments to

make ironclad predictions'of'suCcess or failure. For this reason, dec-

entralization initiatives continue to be experiments; and according to

Donald Campbell, all reforms are inevitably experiments.
28

If this is

true, it is strongly.in.the interests of City Hall And the neighborhoods

to test 4 variety of d*ferent initiatives so as to see what structures

work and also to avoid gambling exis ing resources on.one investment.

r---Seen in these terms, the strategy of "unbalanced growth" has the advan-

tage of providing manypifferent neighborhood experiments and thus a

wider range of experimentation.

Voice and Exit. Decentralization is, in part, a response to the

belief that existing institutions are rigid, unresponsive, and unrepres-

entative. Looking to the future, it is eaually possible that neighborhood

institutions will atrophy and lose citizen support. As Hirschman has

argued, the normal response to decline in politIlh organization is either

"voice" (or protest) but the optimal response is a combination of "voice"

and "exit."
29

However, if one comprehensive neighborhood government were

established, it would be apt to become quickly entrenched and difficult

to change or terminate except through protest. On the other-hand', the

creation of small, diversified experiments mitigates this problem in two

ways. First, the more small-scale and focused the experiment the clearer

and more visible its success or failure is likely ;o he. More important,

6 3
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the smaller the experiment tha less entrenched it is likely to be since

there will be smaller "sunk casts" and fewer people whose livelihood
i

depends on the survival Of the experiment. Under these conditions, the

1

likelihood that "exit" will be a response to decline in neighborhood

, institutions is greatly increased. witip a strategy co small, experi-

mental initiatives", V5Eal leaders and residents alike can stop partici-

pating or supporting a program in.the face of clear failure without eli-

minating th'eir only opportunities, for neighborhood action. Some evidence

that the "exit" response will occur under these conditions is found in

the experience of block associations wliere organizations rise and fall

'regularlY in response to changing perceptions of opportunity and decline.

17The Politics of Neighb rh(ood Development

The future of any decentralization strategy depends finally both on

political trends within the city and on the nature of federal policy

!
toward the city. Specifically, the demand for decentralization arose

first in non-white neighorhoods, and minority group demands remain an

important source of political pressure and support for new decentralization
_

experiments. However, it is oy no means clear that minority group commun-

ities will continue to fight for decentralization. This is because citizen

participation in urban government points in two directions. One kind of

participation is centrifugal and involves a"division of central goverill4t

functions and powers such thAt the neighborhoods can Increase theil, power

and control. The otlik, kind of participation is centripetal, and ineihis
4

form, neighborhood groups seek increaAd control of central government.

1

. .

The first form of participation is typiAed by community control advocates
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in Ney York and the second form by those political movements led by Carl

Stokes, Ralph Hatcher, and Kenneth Gibson that led to the election of

black mayors. THe choice between these forms of participants is in
I.

large part a function of numbers. The black population in New York was

tnowhere near an electoral majority, the black population ip Newark was

(as it was in Cleveland and Gary). On the basis of this experience and

of political logic, we would uxpact that in those cities where the non-

white population is below 30%, demands for decentralization will continue

to be strong. In cities where t
k

0

ority (40% and Over), political energies will be devoted to capturing

City Hall.

nonwhite populationfapproaches a maj-

-

Inevitably, policies of the feder/1 government will have a strong

impact on the future of decentralization strategies. Although the fed-.

eral government presently has no,urban pidicv, much less a neighborhood .

policy, the decisions that are made nationally on revenue sharing, income

maintenance, and social programs will strongly determine the kinds of

resources that are available in cities for neighborhood innovation and

institution-building,. So in the broadest sense, thyuture of decentra-

lization experiments is cicsely'linked to political moods and trends in

Washington arid in urban neighborhoods.

Despite these uncertainties, this DaDer rests on the premise that

the aesirg for greater citizen participation, fcr greater responsiveness

in government, and for solutions to well-known neighborhood problems will

persist. With this premise in mind, we have ekamined different dilemmas

and mod ls of decentralization and in doing so have tried to illuminate

the political eccriomy cf innovation and institution-building ,401Iffurtr
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to outline a theory. of neighborhood problem-solving and a +!_tegy of

neighborhood development.

A
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